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for having referred their results to absolute insulations only, and
for not having computed them as resistivities refcrred to the
cubic centiinetre. For had they stated their results irn the form
of resistivity, we might lhave been inveigled into the belief that
such was a real phlysical constant of the material; whereas it was
probl)aly a function of a number of 14 cal conditions any variation
in whicll might have led to a different numnerical result.

The following paper on "The Effect of Armnature Induction
upon the Electrolmotive Force Curves of an Alternator" was then
read by Prof. W. E. Goldsborougb.
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THE EFFECT OF ARMIATURE IN1DUCTANCE UPON
THE ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE CURVES OF AN

ALTERNATO R.

1BY W. E. GOLDSBOROU(CLI.

The subject of the regulationi of alternating dynamo-electric
machines, considered as a function of the inductance of their
arinature coils, has been treated by a nurnber of writers, and
-durinig the last few years has attracted miueh attentioni.

In looking up the bibliography of the subject, however, I find
that but few records htave been published of the actual value of
the inductance of the genieratinig coils of these mnaclines, and
that even less data are available regarding the real natuire of the
periodic fluctuationIs that take place in this quantitv.
We are imidebted to Ilopkinson, Avrton, Kapp, Siunupier,

Duncan, Tobev and Walbr-idge, Reid, Steinmetz, Fleming,
Rothert, Roessler and mnany others for muctYlh valuable informa-
tion touching ulpon the theor,y anid practice of the design and
handling of machlines of this type, but these writers, ini-so-far as
I arn informned, have failed to furnislh us with a record of the
actual internial relations existinig betweeni the factors involved,
freed of conventional and restricting assumptionis.
With the assistance of Mr. W. N. Motter and Mr. S. R. Fox, I

lhave carried on a series of experimnents in' the electrical labora-
tories of Purdue University for the purpose of investigating the
subject.

APPARATUS AM) NMETHOL) EMPLOYE).
The experiments which I shall describe were mnade upon a

three-light Bruslh arc maehine, fitted with the necessary exploring
c'dis, collector rings and revolving contact-making device. The
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machine was selected on account of the peculiarities of its designi.
These were particularly valuable, as the end sought was to obtaini
results of an exaggerated nature in order thlat the factors entering
into the problem could be brouglht into bold relief and therebY
lend themselves to more ready investigation.
The core of the armature is of the ring type and is built up

of laminated iron stampings, held together by laminated iron
bands passing around the core between the successive layers of
starnpings. Each stamping, therefore, forms a portion of the
surface of a cylinder having its axis coincident with the axis of
rotation. The stanipings are sbaped so as to maike sixteen large
teeth of trapezoidal section, wlichl project laterally fron: the core,

FIG. 1.

there being eight on each side. The armature winidinig is comn-
posed of eight coils or bobbins of 286 turns each. The bobbing
on opposite sides of the armature are connected in series, and
their free ends brought out to one pair of the eight commutator
segments. Previous to making the experime-nts, all of the copper
commutator segments were remnoved, and two cast-iron collector
ringsi substituted for them. Fig. 1 shows the miachine withi these
in position, and the collectiing brushes in place. Each riniig was
connected electrically to one of a pair of commutator segmenti
terminals, to which the free ends of one pair of the armature
bobbins were fastened. The rings were then carefully insulated
from contact with all the other commutator terminals. As the
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arnmature is of the open coil tvpe, each coininutator segment is
attaclhed to the terminal of but one coil, and therefore, by the
arrangemnent described, the are machine was converted into a two-
coil alternator. Throughiouit the test, the reinainingo six coils were
practically dead, being cut out and left on open circuit.
Owing to the fact that the arimature bobbins are wound between

large projecting teeth, and since the clearance spaces between the
teeth and the pole-faces are relatively stnall,' the inductance of
the eoils is high. r'fle coils are practically buried in iron, and
the leakage of the inagnetic lines of force set up in them is slight.
There are in all, 16 teeth on the armature core, or 4 to each pole
face. As the armature revolves, there are alternatively 3 and
then 4 teeth opposite each pole-face The latter condition occurs
when two of the coils take up positions midway between the
pole corners, as for instance, coils 1 and 2 in Fig. 2. The former
when fouir of the teeth reach positions inidway between the pole
corners N, s, and N', St. The reluctance of the path of the
mnagnetic flux through the field framne and the arinature core is
therefore a variable quLanitity, and pulsates between its maximum
and miniiimumi values eight times during eachl revolution of the
armature.
The four field exciting coils are connected in series in such a

way as to form like magnetic poles facing one another, on the
same side of the armature shaft. By this arrangement the lines
of force entering the armnatture core from abutting pole-pieces
repel one another and, dividing, penetrate the armnature core
above and below the shaft in a direction perpendicular to a
vertical plane passed through the centre of rotation and parallel
to the shaft. When the armature core is at rest, therefore, and
the field coils separately excited, the field flux passing through
any pair of arrnature coils will be a maximum when they are in
positions 1, 2, Fig. 2, and will be zero when they are in positions

The mnethod eiyiployed in making determinations of the self-
induction of the armature was as follows:
An exploring coil of 42 turns of No. 3a B & s copper wire was

wound over armature coil 1, and connected in series with the
field coils of a high-resistance Nalder ballistic galvanometer and
an adjustable non-inductive resistance. A constant exciting
cuirrent of 10 amperes was kept flowing through the field circuit
at all times. Dur-ing the timiie of taking any one set of readings,
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a direct current of definite value was maintained in coils 1 and 2
except whlieii the deflectionis were made. In circuit witl thle
two airiatiur e coils and the souirce of power, were connected a
Westont amnmeter , the primary of the calibrating coil of the
ballistic galvaniotneter aind a snap switchl. The snap switch being
actuated by a sprinig, gave exactly the samne form of niseclianical
"nake' and "break" of the cuirrenit at each reading. Readingy
were taken when niaking and when breaking the ciurrent in the
armllature coils, and tlhe average of fouri- olservations mnade a re-
cord for a given anguLlar position of the coils.
The angular position of the coils relative to the poles was

iIndicated by the g,raduated dislk of the contact-making (levice by

N, s, and Nt, S'.

adjusting it reclatively to a point oni the cojitact, wbeel at the titie.
of taking each reading. Kuowing the deflectionis of the galva-norii-
eter and havinig complete data covei-ing the calibration of the
instrument and the construction of the armature, the inductancee
of the coils at any given point was verty readily calculated.

In deteririining the form of the electromotive force wavex;
induced in the coils and appeariing at the bruslies of the machine,
a form of co-ntact-making device shown in Fig. 1 wuas used il-t
co-nnection withl an improvised foriii of electro-dynamnometer.
11tle contact-making device possesses no iiew feattires. TTwe
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galvanometer is of the -Wiedeiann type. Tlhe lelI-shaped
imiagnet and copper daml)per were remuoved fromi the instrument,
anid in place of these a wooden ball carryingi a coil of fine wire
imnbedded in a deep narrow groove cut into its surface was sub-
stituted. Two -pieces of copper wire were mounted uipon thle
ball or needle in the planie of t}-e coil, and at the extremities of a
diameter to form:i an axis of rotation. The upper end of this
axis mnade one termiinal of the coil, it carried a small plane mnirror
and was connlected at its extremity to a piece of lhard-drawn
brass wire. This wire being also attaclhed to the torsion Ihead,
1oth sustained the weight of the ball and balaniced by its torsion
the deflecting foree of the current imnpulses passed tlhrough the
needle. Thte lower enid of the axis formed the otl-ler terminal of
the coil and carried a small paddle. It dipped into a cup conl-
taining miercury and glyceriine: the glycerine suifficinig to dampen
tlheneedle an-d the mercury inakinig electric contact witlh it. When
in use, the field coils of the galvanoitneter were excited witlh a con-
stant cur-rent. The ball or needle was coiinected directly in series
with the rotairy conrtact, anid with froml two to tlhree inicand(lescent
lamps, aceording to the value of voltage to be m-easiredl. Th)e
instrumenit was calibrated by connecting a constantt cullrrenit ma-
cline in series witlh the needle, lamnps and rotary contact, anid
comiparinig the deflections of the ineedle taken while the contact
was rotating at normal speed., witlh the readingis of a voltmeter
connected to the ternminals of tI me son ree of coIlStant E. M. F.
During a11 the experiments, the galvanometer gave deflections as
constanit anid as dead beat as those of a Weston ammeter. The
arrangement of tl-his apparatus is analogous to that described by
Duncan I in 1892.

ARMAT1URE IAN1)1 C'lANCES'.
In determnining the coefficient of self-induction of coils 1 and 2,

coil 1 of the armature was placed at the 2300 position, as inndi-
cated in Fig. 2, since at this point the ml-agnetizing power of the
coils was least, owing to the large magnetic reluctance of the
circuit trave-sed by the linies of foice emanating fromn the coils.
The high reluctance is (lue to the fact that the iron of the core
surrounded by the coils, and the il-on of the pole tips N, N' and
8s St is all highly saturated by the field fluix, and to the fact that
the lines of force set up by the coils must either span an air-gap

1. Duncan, "Note on soine Experiineiits with Alternating Currents."
TRANSACTIONS, Vol. ix, p. 79.
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many times larger than the clearance space, or else pass through
the entire field circuit of the machine.
When in the 230' position and with a constant current of ten

amperes flowing in the field circuit, and a constant current of 4.3
amperes flowing in coils I and 2, the ballistic galvanometer gave
a deflection of 25 both at the "make" and at the "break" of
the current. The current in the coils at this time was flowing inl
the same direction as that in which the alternatirng current is
flowing when the coils are passing oiit from under the pole tips,
anid the armature is rotating in the normal counter-clock-wise
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An inspection of this curve shows that it is distorted in the
iirection of the normal rotationi of the armatuire. Thinking that
its unsymmetrical formn inirht not be entirely due to a mnagnetic
reactio-n b)etween the armature and fields, and that possibly it
was caused, in part at least, by a variati- n in the width of the air-
gap space, owing to the core of the armiiature not being quite true,
the curve was continued through the complete revolution. The
result of the test, however, gave aniotlher curve exactly like curve
A. This indicated conclusively that lack of symmetry in the me-
ehanical construction of the maeline played no part in causing the
distortion. The current in the coils l and ) wasthen reversed in its
direction while being kept at the same volume. The exploration
resulted this tiine in giving the cu-rve -, of Plate 1. As before, the
"iake" and ")break" gave the same deflection for any given
positionl, but the curve was found to be drawn over towards pole
tips s' and N, Fig. 2, instead of towards s and N', as in the case of
culrve A.

The distortion of these cuirves, the ordinates of which are pro-
portional to tlhe inductance of the coils in various angular posi-
tions, is entirely due to the variation of the permeability of the
iron composing the armnature core and pole-faces, as the energized
armature coils are moved througlh the half revolution. When
curve A, Plate 1, was taken, the curreint passing through the
coils tended to produce a magnetic field in opp(,sition to that
induced by the field circuit when the coils were in thle 1850 posi-
tion, and one aiding the hield flux wheni they were in the 95°
position. In other words, poles were generated in the coils as
indicated by the small N anid s on coil 1 of Fig. 2. With the
coils in the 950 position, wheni the circuit was made, a number of
ampere turns were brought into actioni, which increased the in-
duction in the surrounding masses of iron and at the same time
decreased their permeability. Witlh the coils in the 1,So- posi-
tion, making the circuit through the armature, decreased the
magnetie denisity in the surrouindinig iron and thereby increased
its permeability. Breaking the armnature circuit in either case
brought the inducetion back to the same initial value, since the
two positions as-sumned are symimetrically located relatively to the
pole-f aces. The introduction of the sanme magnetizinig force into
the coils, however, did not eause the sarne variation in the in-
duction threading the coils. Since the variationi in the vallue of
-the permeability is in opposite directions in the two cases, the
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variation in the flux in the 185° position is greater than that
which occurs in the 950 position, and therefoie the self-induction
of the coils in the former is greater tlhan in the latter, under the
assumed conditions.

Magnietic hysteresis also plays a part in the variability of
the armature inductance. As the armature revolves, the iron of
the core passes through a complete hysteretic cycle once every
revolution, and in making determinations of the armature induc-
tance, account must be takeni of the fact that the magnetizatiov
of the iron of the core follows the perimeter of the loop of hy-
steresis and not the "B and ii curve," as the permeance of the-
core changes.
To determine the exteint of the error introduced by nieglecting

to adhere to the true magnetic changes through which the iroln,
passes, as is the case in the mnethod so far described, a rathe-
laborious process had to be resorted to of carrying the iron in
the core completely through the hysteretic cycle before taking
each reading. By this means, owing to the fact that when a
coil is between the pole tips, the lanminated core of the coil i;
lhighly saturated, it was possible to get a very, fair estimate of
the influence of hysteresis.

Suppose we take tlbe hysteresis loop of Fig. 3 to represent tlie
cycle thlrouiglh which the magnetization of the ir'onl passes during
a revolution of tlhe armature. Let a represent the magnetie
density in the core of coil 1 wlhen it is in 230° position, and n'
current flowing in the coil. As the arnmatuire is revolved in a
counter-clock-wise direction, the intensity of the imlagnetizatioin
in the core will decrease until at the 320( position it will have a
value eqnal to o, b. At somne point farther on, say at 3300, there
wvill he a suflicient niegative force to reduce the residual magne-
tism to zero, as at c, Fig. 3; and finally, when coil 1 reaches the-
500 position, the magnetismn will have been brought up to a nega-
tive maximum within the coil, as at d. If at this point t:he-
circuit is made througlh the arinature coils, and a constant eurrent
sent through them in the direction which aids the field flux, the
density in the core will be increased to a still higher value, and
rise np to e. Suppose now that the armature is revolved still
further round, for instance, to the 120 position. The flux pene-
trating the coil will dimninish tof. If at this poinlt the armature
current is brokein by the sniap switch, a current impulse will pass
to the galvanometer needle from the exploring coil, d(ie to the
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decrease in the induction threadinig the coil from f to q. If,
without changing the position of the coil, the current is made
again, the density will rise to A, but will not come up to the
original value at . In other words, any nlumnber of "'makes'"
and "breaks" can be inade after the first "break" with tlhe
same result, buit the fir'st " break " will give a larger reading than

PLATE 2.

the others. The first "break" gives the imlost accurate result.
13y this method, however, coil 1 has to be brought back to the
230° position before taking each reading, then revolved couinter-
clock-wise to the 50' position, and, after the currenit is made, lhas
finally to be moved to a position between s' and s, to take the
reading at the "break."
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Following out this method for one set of readings, curve A, of
Plate 2, was obtained. Curve B is a curve plotted from an aver-
age of the readings due to the second and third " breaks " and
their correspondin)g "mmakes." lt is identical with a curve taken
by the method used in obtainiing curves A and B, of ['late 1, but
withl the sanme armnature current as that used in obtaining the
curve A of Plate 2. An inspection of the curves of Plate 2 shows
that tlle maximum percentage variation occurs at the 1 9) ° posi-
tion, where it amnounts to 12 per cent., and that the maximum
actual variation occurs at the 170O position, where it amounts to
15 divisions, or 7.8 per cent. of the deflection at this poinit. This

f 0 ct

a~
FIG. 3.

represents an actual difference of .0117 henrys at the 1700 posi-
tion.
As was to be expected, from the considerations outlined above,

the curve A of Plate 2 shows a greater distortion in the direction
of rotation than does the c-uirve B, taken by the less exact inethod.
It reaches a maximum later in the cycle, and although of uni-
formly greater amplitude than curve B, the differences are most
marked in the last half of the cycle, counting timne from right to
left.

Curves A and B are, however, exactly similar in form and so
nearly alike, that it was not deemed necessary to follow out the
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more elahorate and exact method in succeeding determinations
of the variable inductance, as the end in view was to determine
the character of the changes occurring, rather than the absolute
value of them.

P'late 3 exhibits a series of these inductaince curves. They re-
present live exploratioins, made with direct currents of different
intensities flowing througgh coils 1 and 2, while the field exciting
current was maintained coilstant at 10 amperes, as usual. The
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PLATE 3.

readings have been redniced to henrys; the calculation of the
values being based upon the supposition that the inductance of
the two coils at any point is proportional to the change in the
number of lines of force existino, in the coils at that point, divided
by the current flowing in the coils and producing the change.
The plotted values, therefore, represent the inductances of the two
coils in series, proper allowance having been made for the fact that
thie exploring coil was oDnly wouind about one of them.
The curves of Plates 4 and 5 have been derived from those of

.I
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Plate 3. They show the relationi between the direct currents
flowing in the coils and the inductance of the coils, and are useful
when it is desired to determine the curve of instantaneous induc-
tance that corresponds to a given alternating current wave.
The curves of Plates 3, 4 and 5 brinig to light some very inter-

esting facts. Thev slhow that the maximumr coefficient of self-
induction oceurs wheni tl-he coils are in the 145' positioni and the
current flowing in tlhem has a value of 2.5 amperes; under these
conditions their indtuetaniee is over .172 henrys. They indicate
that as the armatuire currenit is var'ied fromI. zero iUp to its max-
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responding to differenit conistanit curreints, as the volume of tllese
currents is increased from zero. The myaxirnum curLrenit-carryi'ng
capacity of the arimature is 1) amperes, but the inductance is
(l-hanged fronti its miiaximnumt initial value of .117 henrys to its
niaximuin possible value of .172 hentrys wheni the armatnre cur-
r-ent reaclhes 2.5 amiperes. Ainv further increase in the culrrent
eauses the aiiphitinde of the inductance wave to dinminish, and at
8 amperes it ix oiliv 85 per ceent. of wlhat it is at 2.3 amnperes.

Besides varying in amplitude, the iniductance waves nndergo a
lateral shifting in the directioni of tIe rotation of tIme armnature.

.17, i CUFVESOF-SE!-LF-INNDUTrIIC)NND4C-UARENT-

/ 91tl -' 1 ; t%FR~TUREC-

.15

.06 -V

=71--,7 3. 4. 5. 9 * 11.

PLATE 5.

The dotted cuirVe G hias beeni ta-ken fromi Plates 41 and 5, anid re-

pjwese-nts the inductance curve corresponding to 11 amiperes. A-n
inispection of Plate 5 shows that this cuirve practically marks the
limriit of the var-iability of the inducetance. For a furthier incerease
in the ci-rrent, the 1TOQ curve of Plate 5, tends to remain
hiorizontal, and the 180U curve exhiibits no disposition to rise
appreciably beyond the 11-ampere point, there will thierefore
be practically no fuirther shifting of the crest, or chanige in the
a-miplitude of the iniductioni curve.
To better appreciate the extenit of the distortion that occurs,

it i8well to note thlat at tie t7O0 positioi there is a difference of
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about .0)65 of a henry between cuirves A and F of Plate 3. show-
ing that the inductance of the coils at this point has double the
value at full load that it has at no load. Trlhis fact is brouight
out strongly in Fig. 4, wbhich slhows the differences between the
ordinates of curves D, F and.. In this figure, the amnounts by
which the ordiinates of curves 1) and (.r of Plate 3 differ fromi
those of curve F have been plotted as ordinates relatively to
curve F reduced to a horizontal base line.

It is also iinterestinr to note that between nio load and full load,
the crest of the iniduction curve moves through an angle of 3u',
or over onie fourth of the width of the pole-faces.
The fluctuations which take place in the armtiature inductance,
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are due to the chainges occurring in the reluctance of the path
traversed by the flux induced by the armature eurrent. The ac-
tion of the armature current is to initensify the induction in the
armature core between the 60 and 130o" positions of coil 1. The
initial id uction in the core was over 24,000) gausses when
the coils were between the pole tips. The armature current act-
ing with the field excitation maintained this saturation during
the first part of the revolution and preveented any great variation
in the induction in the first quadrant. But during the second
and foLurth quarters of each revolution, when the coils were be-
tween the 17N0 and the 24100 positions, the armature current was
reacting against the field excitation, anld thlereby. by diminIishing
the flux deuisity, was increasing the permeance of the iron and
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the inductance of the coils for these positions. The magnetizing
power of the coils is considerable, as with 8 amperes flowing
through them, they set up an induction of 18,000 gausses in the
core when in the 160° position.
The great amplitude of the induction wave for 2.4 amperes in

the coils is in the samne way due to the fact that the permeance
of the path is least when the inagnetizing force is that due to
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FIG. 5.

this current. If we plot the values of the 140' curve of Plate 4
in terms of the armature current and the induction set up in the
core by the current, we obtain thie curve sliown in Fig. 5. This
is "14 and H " curve for the magnetic circutit through the armnature
core in this position, and the point T which corresponids to the
imiaximum ordinate of the 1400 curve, is the point wlhere a tangent
to the curve makes the greatest angle with the base line.
The large teeth of the armiature core do not seem to have the
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effect of cauisi-ng any mr3arked irregularities in the induetanice
curves. lt is noticeable, however, that there is a slight hump in
all of thlem at the 90° position. This is catised when the teeth
immediately behind the coils pass the pole tips. The same effect
is prodtced bv the other teeth, btht it is too sliglht to appreciably
affect the readings.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE CURVES.

A series of electromotive force curves taken fromi the machl-ine
are shown in Plate 6. These illuistrate the gradual change in tl-he

PLATE 6.

wave forin of the effective electromotive force as the load in-
creases. By the effective electromotive force is ineant the electro-
motive force that is in phase with the current and overcomes tlle
ohmic resistance.

There is quite an appreciable lag in the effective electromotive
force for the higher loads, owing to the armature inductance.
This can hardly be regarded in the light of a simnple phase dis-
placement, as the lag partakes largely of the nature of a trans-
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formation of the fulndam-ental wave An that is due to the phase
positions of the higher harmonics beinig shifted relatively to the
fundamental harmonic, and not to any material change in the
phase position of the fundameintal harmonic itself. The extent
of the shifting is best appreciated by noting the positions of the
ordinates A, Bi c, ID, E and F. These lines bisect the areas of the
electromotive force curves designated by corresponding letters,
and indicate the )oints at wlhieh the induietion threading the coils
passes throQllgh zero and ehanges signl.
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PLATE 7.

The curves of Plate 7 have been determined from those of
Plate 6 by integrating the areas of the latter. They illustrate
the waves of magnetism producing the effective electromotive
force curves, and give a better idea of the extent of the lag tlhat
takes place. The scale of ordinates of Plate 7 expresses the
value of the integral,

f'e*t=- (1)

29D1

(1)
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as determined from the curves of Plate 6, and m-ust be multi-
plied by the constant 12206 to express the value of the induction
per sq. cm. in the iron of the armature core. The maximum in-
duction occurring in the core is therefore a little over 2a,00Q,
gausses.1 In determining the value of the constant, an allowance
of 20 per cent. was made for the lamination of the iron, 80 per
cent. of the gross area of the core being used as the equivalent of
the iron.
Curve A of Plate 6 was obtained with zero cutrrent in the

armature. This is the " funidamental " or internal electromuotive
force wave of the machinie. It will be noticed that it is not
symmetrical about the 1400 ordinate. It isan irregular curve hav-
ing three prominent peaks; the right haind one slightly depressed,
the left hand one raised somewhat, and the central one practically
symmetrical about the centre line of the pole-faces. The ear
peaks are due to higher harnionics being superimposed upon
the fundamental wave by the mnagnetic disturbanees in the
air-gap that are caused by the large teeth. Steinmetz 2 has noted
this effect and treated the subject of the distorting influence of
armature teeth in a masterly miianner. Ilis resuLlts indicate corn-
paratively symnmetrical waves for no-load conditions. In the
case under consideration, a mnarked shifting of the electromotive
force curve in direction of rotation is caused by the teeth imn-
mediately on each side of the coils. As the teeth approach the
pole tips, the lines of force do not appear to reach out to receive
them to any extent. There is a sluggishness apparent. On the
other hand, when the teeth are leaving the trailing pole tips, the
lines of force seemn to hold on with tenacity, and when they do
let go, fly back with a snap as would extended strands of elastic.
In the extreme cases, this action does not appear to occur until
the tooth is over an inch away froin the pole tips. The rapid
cutting of the lines necessarily augmnenits the potential at this
point.

This explanation has its bearing upon the case, but the distor-
tion is perhaps better explained by looking at it in the light of
the part played by hysteresis and eddy currents. The eddy cur-
rents indutced in the pole tips tend to oppose any change that

1. Soime elaborate tests were made on BIush dynamnos in 1889, by Mr. Mttrrv.
The values of B attained were about 4,800 gausses in the field, and 27,000 in thie
armnature cores. See S. P. Thompson's " Dynamo Electric Machinery," p. 461,
1892 edition.

2. C. P. Steinmcitz, TRANSACTIONS, vol. xii., P. 470.
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takes place in the field distribution of the induction. They help
to maintain a high induction in the trailing pole tips, and
keep down the induction in the leading pole tips. The iron
in the core of the armature is being carried through a complete
hysteretic cycle at each revolution. The iron in the pole tips is
carried through an hysteretic loop with the passage of each tooth
across the pole-face. At the leading pole tips, the magnetism in the
core iron is always working, on the descending portion of the curve
of hysteresis, and the reluctance of the magnetic circuit by the
leading pole tips is increased accordingly. At the trailing pole
tips the iron is worked on the ascending side of the hysteretic
curve, and the reluctance of the path by the trailinig pole tips is
thereby reduced. The same magnetizing force, therefore, acting
upon the two paths, induces a distorted field when the armature
is runining, and a symmetrical field when the armature is at rest,
as shown by curve A and the dotted curve of Plate 7. The latter
curve was obtained by exploring the air-gap distribution of the
flux by the ballistic method, using the exploring coil wound over
coil 1, and breaking the field circuit.
The activity displayed by the eddy currents inlheating up the

pole tips is quite remarkable. The curves B and A Of Plate 8
indicate the rise in temperature of the leading and trailing tips,
respectively, throughout a two hours' run. The readings were
taken from thermometers fastened directly to the pole-pieces.
The curve c is a curve of differences derived from curves A and
B, and it indicates how very much more rapidly than the tem-
perature of the leading pole tips the temperature of the trailing
pole tips rises during the first twenty minutes of the run. Their
differenices in temperature after that time is practically constant.
The curves plainly indicate that much greater magnetic distuirb-
ances occur in the leading pole tips than at other points in the
pole-faces. The thermometers had to be fastened to the back of
the pole tips during the test; had it been possible to place them
in contact with the air-gap face, more rapid changes would doubt-
less have been recorded. During the test the field coils were
excited with a current of 10 amperes, and the armature was
loaded to about 5 amperes. At the end of the run, the temiipera-
ture of the armnature was 421 C.
As the armature core has sixteen teeth, or four per pole face,

we may expect harmonics as hig'h as the ninth to play a promi-
nenit part in the wave structure.' The general fornm of the internal

1. C. P. Steinmetz, TRANSACTIONS, Vol. Xii, p. 475.
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PLATE 8.
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electromiotive force curve A is indicative of the fifth harmonic;
the side peaks have been sharpenied, however, by the upper har-
monics, and the central one somnewhat broadened by the third.
The wave forin of the electromotive force induiced in the

armature when the machine is loaded depends upon the char-
acter of the inductance curve of the armature coils. As already
explained, the effect of the teeth upon the inductance curves is to
introduce harmonics and cause irregularities in their contours.
Practically the sarne nutmber of harmonics are prominent in all
the electromotive force curves, although the armature inductance
lhas the effect of smoothing out; the irregularities by giving the
third harmonic greater prominence, and ditninishing the effect of
the higher harnmonics. As the current rises and the nmagnetizing
power of the armnature becomes apparent, the harmlonics intro-
duced into the circuit by the variable inductanice grow in ampli-
tude. They combine with the harmonics of like order of the
fundamental wave, and an electromotive force curve results that
is compounded of a series of harnmonies that depend uponi the value
of the armnature current for their am-plitude and phase positions.
A very smiall amouint if aniy of the change in the foirmi of the

effective electromnotive force waves is due to any departure of thle
original no-load wave of field flux froim its initial wave form.: In
fact, to all practical intents and purposes the pulsations that occu'r
in the magnetic reluctance of the field circuit are sensibly of the
same intensity at full load as they are at no load. In other words
the changes that occur in the permeance of the core of the
armature as the load varies do not appreciably alter the permeance
of the field circuit. The fundamental wave of magnetisnm and of
electromotive force may therefore be regarded as always being
present, if not always tangible.
Where alternating current generators are operated on circuits

hiaving a constant resistance for constamit conditions of load, the
disturbances that modify the forin of the electromotive foreeand
current waves can be attributed to the cyclic variations in the
inductance of the systemn, and when these are known within a
fair degree of approximnation the character of the wave mnodifi-
cations that will result can be determined.

In the development of the experimental results contained in
this paper the dyrnamo was loaded by inserting sets of incandes-
cent lamps in the external circuit. A special point was made of
keeping the external eirecuit entirely free of any inductance. The
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cuirrent curves are therefore necessarily proportional to the elee-
troniotive force curves. Ilowever, to make their relative valuie
and form more easy of appreciation, they have been plotted and
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are shown in Plate 9. The inductance curves of the coils that
correspond to the alternating current curves are given in Plate 110.
These curves were determined by selecting from the curves of
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Plates 4 and a, inductance values corresponding to the instan-
taneous values of the cuirrent curves and plotting thenm to the same
degree positions.

It is nioticeable, owing to the different scales used in plotting
the curves, that the current curves seem more even and smoother
than the electromotive force curves.
The inductance curves also are more nearly alike, both in phase

and in amplitude, than the curves given in Plate 3. Th-is is owing
to the fact that the alternating currents all start fromi, and end at
zero values when the coils are in positions of slight inductance,
while they attain their maximum values at points of large induc-
tance. For this reason the average inductance per cycle of the
coils, is greater with an alternating current flowing in them than
with a direct current of the same effective value. The alternat-
ing currents, for analogous reasons, force the induction curves up
to the saturation limit marked by curve G of Plate 3, more rapidly
than do the direct currents, and therefore for the same variation
in effective current strength a less marked variation is caused in
the inductance curves with these currents. The curves of Plate
3 certainly lead us to expect a greater variation. relatively to cur-
rent intensity, in the armature iinductance when the armature is in
actual operation than that which is depicted in Plate i1.

It is a curious coincidence that the alternating current induct-
anee curves all cross at a common point: namely, at the 1640
position.

COUNTER ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE' CURVES.

Having the instantaneous current and inductance curves corre-
sponding to a series of loads on the machine, it was a compara-
tively easy matter to determine the curves of the counter electro-
motive forces developed in the armature. To obtain a curve
showing the cyclic variation of the iinduction set up in the coils
by the armature current it is only necessary to plot the products
of the ordinates of corresponding points on corresponding current
and inductance curves. Such a set of curves obtained from a
'combination of the curves of Plates 9 and 10 are given in Plate 11.

If N represents the total flux that is induced in both coils by
the armature current, divided by 108; L represents the inductance

1. In this paper the term 'counter E. M. F." is used to itndicate the E. M. F.
which added to the effective E. M. F. will equal the fundamental E. M. F. The
,counter E. M. F. is therefore equal and opposite to the inductance E. M. F., or the
E. M F. of self-induction.
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of the coils connected in series in henrys; s represents the total
number of turns (572) of wire in both armature coils; and A
represents 80 per cent. of the gross area of the armature core
inside the coils, or 11 sq. cems.
Then the induction per sq. crn. in the coils due to the armature

current will equal,

-B = -Ix to, = 15892 XB=A (2>

PLATE 10.

This equation gives the constant (15892) that muiist be applied
to the scale of ordinates in Plates 11, 12 and 13 to determine the-
actual core densities induced by the armature currents.
Again, if i represents the instantaneous value of the armiature

eurrent,
YV= Li. (3)

and
d N= l,X(Li+i X dL, (4)s;
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since L is a variable. Therefore, the counter electromotive force
developed in the coils equals

ed =t ) = (d -t+ (5)

In Plates 9, 10 and 11, we have the necessary curves for de-

60 150 140 l.

PLATE 1 1.

termining the instantaneouis values of the counter electromotive
force corresponding to any degree position by applying the prin-
ciples underlying either of the above expressions. Both methods
were used and were found to check within narrow limits. In
Plates 12 and 13, the curves marked A hlave been taken from
Plate 11. The ordinates of the curves imiarked uare equal to the
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tangents of the angles made with the horizontal axis bv lines
drawn tangent to tlle A curves at the extremities of corresponding
ordinates. The B curves are the calculated curves of coniter
electromotive force developed in the armature. The dotted
curves were obtained by subtracting curves D and E of Plate 6
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fromn curve A of Plate 6. On the assumption that t-he funda-
mnental electromotive force wave of the machine does not change
with the load, the dotted culrve should also represent the counter

eleetromotive force curve of the armature, and, in fact, the two

earves should coincide. Plate 12 represents the poorest, and
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Plate 13 one of the best resuilts obtained from the applicationi of
this construction to each of the five sets of curves taken from the
dynamno. When the fact is taken into account that the iniduc-
ta-nce of the coils was dletermined whien the armature was at rest,-
the like-ness between the dotted anh1 the full curves is quite re-

mark-able, and apparently just'ifies the ass-umptio-ns that hiave-
been miade. The counter electromotive force curves are higlhly-
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irreguliar in formi. They oscillate fr-omt the positive to the nega-

tive value twvice in a period inistead of once, a-nd are generally

uiseful in' filling, up gaps. As shown, the curves repr-esent the

halves ofl onie of the positive and of one of the negative loops;-

in other words, the half period of the curves lies betweeni the

350Q anid 1700 positions, and -not betweeni the 05O' anid 2300 posi-
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tlois. This will be inade miore evident by a reference to curve c

of Plate 18.
The wlhole series of inductance curves, as obtained by the sub-

traction metlhod, are plotted in Plate 14. This assemblage shows
that the curves follow one anotlher in regular order in spite of
their lack of symmetry, and it is interesting to note the receding
of one and the building up of another " hunip " in these curves,
as illustrated at tlhe lower left hand edg,e of the sheet.

PLATE 14.

Plate 15 represents another phase of the subject. The curves
traced in the fine black lines are the results of adding the calcu-
lated electromeotive force curves determined by the meanis illus-
trated in Plates 12 and 13, to the corresponding effective or ex-
ternal electromotive force curves of Plate 6. Tley slhow the
result of an attemnpt to work back frorn the effective electromotive
force curves, or fromi the wave form of electrom:otive force
appearing at the collector rings when the maclhine is loaded, to
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the fundamental electromnotive force wave or the electromotive
force wave appearing at the collector rings when the machine is
runninig on open circuit.
The curve A, reproduced on this plate for conhparison with the

curves just inentioned, is the same as curve A of Plate 6. T'lme
agreement between the cuLrves is marked. The derived curves
show the greatest departure from tlhe fundamnental cuive early
in the cycle, between the 70° atnd the 110Q positions. This
is due to the fact that the initial "hliutnp" at the 90° posi-
tion of the induietion curves was not developed with sufficient
care. A very slight clhange in the contour of tIme induction
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PLATE 15.

curves at thi;s point rnakes a great difference in the form of the
counter electromnotive force curves, owing to its effect in altering
the direction of the tangents drawnz to the magnetizatiomi curves
of Plate 11. On the whole tImle likeness betweenl the curves is
well within the limnits of the errors of ob)servation.

DERIVATION OF CURENT CuRvEs.

Aulother interesting set of curves is shown in Plate 163. The
success attainled inl woyrking oult tile counter electromotive force
curves, led to a series of calculations to determine to what extent
the formn of the current curves was influenced by the shifting of

.303
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the- phase of the inductance curves with the load. To this end
an average of the inductance waves A, B, C, D and E of Plate 3
was taken to represent the average inductance wave of the arnnia-
ture for all loads. This curve is shown as curve B of plate 16$.
With this curve and the fundamental electromotive force wave A,
forrmiing a basis for calculation, the currenit that will flow with any
given resistance in the circuit can be readily determined, provided
that the curve B is taken to represent all of the variations that
occur in the armature inductance.1 The relation existing be-

PLATE 16.

tween the impressedl electromnotive force, the current and induc-
tance in any alternating eurrent circuit similar to the one under-
discussion is expressed by the equation

dNXe _ R d+t(3W t- '

There e? i anid (- S l 0) are, respectively, the instantanieous

1. Steinmusetz "'On the Law of Hxsteresis." I'RANSACTIONS, VOI. Xi., p 574.
In this article the author calls attenition to the soluttioni of a problem that is

anialogouis to this one, differing from it only to the extent that he works from
an assuiiied sinusoilal indutetance-electroniotive foice aniol a circuit of negligible
resistance.

(6)
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valntes of the impressed potenitial, current, anid the magnetic flusx
induced by the current, and R is the resistance of the circuit.

Since N_ LI, as above, (see equation 1), in the present case
we have:

, i L+ iL (7)

and
e d

I X (9)

Bly applying this formula to the curves of Plate 1(, and follow-
ing out a graphical construction, the successive instantaneous
valuies of the ecurrent were finallv determiiTned, although in accom-
plislhiing this result the current curve E, whiclh was the outcome
of the process, had to be carried throuigh successive cycles until it
repeated itself.

The va-lues of (dL were taken fron curve m The ordinates

of the cu rve A were thlen divided by the corresponding values of

le+ (d 4l and these quotienits, wlhen plotted, gave the curve E.

N,ext, referringr still to Plate 16, a point, as for instancepj, was
taken, that was tlhought to lie near the current curve, and the
line (_' r') drawn. Frorn (r') the line

L
(Xs~~-9 -dI (10)

d t

was laid off and (s' p') drawni. :NIow from the assumed position
ofI,

ps,'-X p' ;e' -di

[ R + d d (11)

and (p' s') established the direction of the- current curve, since
from equation (9),

T, dza
IR+-d-G |L dtR+dl (12)
'dtJ
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and
e

d t (I/t

and therefore,

(p' i') approximnated the value of e i- . (4

11+
Bsy taking another pointlp onp' s', ande continiuig the construc-

tion, a chain made up of short lenlgths v'p was obtainbed which
ultimately developed inlto the periodic wave c, for whichl the
values of

__
ft (15)

The graplhical constructioni used is not niew. It is ani adaptation
of one of Dr. Sutapuier's unique methods of treating alternating
currentt problems, and I have developed it lhere simply as a matter
of inlterest in connection witlh the discussion.

Returning to the curves, it is noticeable that tlhe dotted curve
c resembles the current curves of P'late 9 very closely. Compar-
ing it with curve D, whlich is a cuirrent curve taken froin the
machine, witlh 55 olhms resistaniee in the complete circuit, the
chief difference noticed is that the right hand peak of the dotted
curve is a little high, and the left hand peak a little low, and
that the curve as a wlhole is somyiewlhat depressed below the curve
D. The differences between the curves are, htowever, not very
marked. They result largely from the curve ii having a less amn-
plitude anid smaller slope than- the alternating cur-rent induetanice
curves of Plate 8, siniee it is derived fromn the direct current induc-
tance curves of Plate 3.
The construction indicates a nmethod that cani be emploved with

success in determining before the mlaclhines are built, the wave
formtis that will be developed by alternators. It is possible to
predetermine thte fundamnental electrom:lotive force and in-
ductance waves of an alternator, by the applicationi of modern

1, Dr. W. E. Sumupner, Philosophical Magazine, June, 1887, p. 470.
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inetlhods of design, andl fromii these the load curves and armiature
reactions canI be ascerltained l)y processes anialogous to those
showni hiere.

I f in the present case it had been desired to calculate the actual
current curve witlh great exact:ness, an extension of the method
usedl could h-ave been employed. Tlhis elaboration necessitates
taking, the itnductance values from Plates 4 and 5, as eaclh point
on the eurrent eurve is fixed. The process represents a refine-
ment, however, that is hardly warrarnted in view of the good
approximations resulting from the use of the less tedious plan.

OVER-COMPOUNDING.

It was noticed during the test tl-hat the armature reaction caused
ain inierease in the total effective potential for certain ranges of
load.

This plhenioimenion h1as been nioted bY othler writers, and in his
paper before the I-xsmrruTm, alread(y referred to, Steinmetz has
poinited out ani explanation for it. CurVe A of Plate 17 is the
external characteristic of the dynaino, with constant field excita-
tion, and coils 1 and 2 alone in aefion. The curve was plotted
from the readings of a 'Weston voltmneter and a Siemens dynainomn-
eter conntected in the external circuit. The load was a non-
iniductive one, and the speed of the dynanmo averaged 1,450
r. p. m., whic:h is eqIuivalent to a frequency of a little over 24
periods per second.
The line R represenlts b)y its slope the resistance of the two

coils, an(l curve B, whiclvwas ol)tained from the sum of the
olrdinates of the curves A and R, is the total effective E. Ml. F
clharacteristic of the coil. It will be noticed that the curve i3

slhows an over-com-iipoundinga effect up to a load of 7 amperes, and
that the total effective E. A. F. was a maximum for a current of
4- amperes in tlie coils.

TIhe term-) " armature reaction," as uised above, is not intended
to convey the idea that the current in the coils has any effect in
varying or imodifying the intensitv of the flux passimig through
the tiel(d spools. The intflu(lnce of the L. Al. F. of the coils is
purely a local onie, anid time patlhs traversed by the flux which it
iiud oces ar- coiifined to the air-gaps, poles anId armnature core.
The influetnce of the armXature inductance upon the flux density
in the cores of the field spools is negligible, as a careful explora-
tion established -the fact that the field current was perfectly con-
stant.
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The compoundinig actioni of the armlature currents in augment-
ing, the effective voltage is a matter with which you are doubtless
familiar. As a matter of initerest, lhowever, anid in order to pre-
sent a better picture of the wave forms inivolved, a series of curves
has been plotted, that ineluides the power cuirves, arnd enables us to
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mnore readily appreciate the cyele of events that cotmbiine to po-
duce this result. In Plate 18, curve A is tlle fundainenital E. Mt. F.
wave; cuirve B is the total effective E. Al. F. wave and'also replre-
sents the instantaneous values of the cutrrent; and cuirve c is the
counter E. M. F. wave. Curve D is the power curve of tile ima-
chine determined by taking the prodLact of tile corresponidingce in-
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stantaneous values of the current aind the funidamnental E. M,I. F.
eurve. Curve E is a power curve obtained by taking the product
of the corresp)onding values of tlhe current and the counter E. M1. F.
The power curve of the total power developed by the machine,
and wlich is proportional to the produict of the corresponding
values of the current and effectiVe E. M. F. curves, is not plotted,
as its ordinates are proportional to the square of those of cuirve B,
and equal to the vertical distanees intercepted between the power
curves D and E.

It will be noticed that the power area inclosed between the
curve e and the base line chanues sign four timnes in a complete
period, owing to the irregular form of the curve c, and that tlhe
sum of its positive and negative areas is not zero, bIut equal to a
negative quantity.

Positive work done by the counter E. AI. . indicates power ab-
sorbed from the circuit. The energy consumued in overcoming
the hysteresis and eddy current losses in tranisformner cores is a
familiar example of this fact. Nregative work performed by the
counter E. AT. F. in the same way represents power given to the
circutit. In the present instance the negative area is due to a
peculiar combination of irregular wave foirms, involving the in-
ductance curve, the current curve, the curve of the magnetism
inducinlg the couniter E. M. F., anld the curve of counter E. M. F.
The peaks of all the curves are shifted imore anid iriore in the di-
rection of rotation as the load comnes on, but somne are given a
greater displacemiient than others. Tlhe peak of the current curVe,
for iinstance, lags behind the peak of thie inductanee cuirve. In
otlher words, the cuirrent is a niaximiumn wlhen tlhe inductance is
least. This results in the productioni of a wave of it. mJ. Fi>. of
self-induietion that is in advanice of the cur-rent, and tlhat producees
a wave of magnietismn in the coils wlhiel reaches a mnaxim:lurmi -1iid-
way between the pealks of the induietance anid current curves.
These phase relationslhips can be followed out by compariing
Plates 10, 9 and 11. The wave of inductance miiagnetismi (curve
A, Plate 11) induces a curve of inductance E. M. F. that lhas an
effective plhase displacenment behind the curreint wave of less tlhani
90*. This miiakes the effective phiase displacement of the couniter
E. M. F. curve (culrve c, Plate 12, and catrve c, Plate l 8) inore tlhani
900 in advance of the current curve, anid tlherefore the product of
the instantaneouis valutes of the eounter E. M1. F. anid current curves
gives a power curve havinig an excess niegative area. It is ratler
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lihfilt to estimIcate the plase positiou of a waxve tlhat las ani out-
line as irregulair as that of the curve c of Plate 1I, l)ut it is best
appioxitnated by notingc thle locationi of its greatest positive area,
and this, in tlle case in hland, is early ill each hlalf period.

C..ONCL,USIONlAS.

Ani inspection of curves ii and i) of Plate 18 shows that any
decrease in the iraxinium slant of the cuirves of Plate 11 will de-
crease the amplitude of the 2OO' peaks of tne countelr . M. F.
cutrves, and thereby deerease their form factors, and at the samDe
timne decrease the form factlors of the effective E. Ai. F. curves.
This is wlhat ocecurs in the case of curve D of t'late 11, owing to
the great anmplitude of the iniductancee ioop for a value of tlle cui-
rent of two auiperes, wlieh also accounts for the drop in the
form factor curve " of Fig. C. This cur've repr]esents thle formil

1)lA

I 16 f- -iLD

oll t -- -j&H.4I-!
0

V If_IJ0= 9 _AMPE R ES. F If
1 2 3i 4 5) t

Fio. 6.

factors of the i,lm. i'. curves of Plate 6, anid of the current curves
of Plate 9, plotted relatively. to the virtuial value of the current
flowing in thle coils at the timiie the curves wvere taken. The fori
factors have beetn caleculated according to Flemning's I definitioni,
whichl is that the form factoi equals the ratio of the squiare root
(f the miiean square of the ordinates of the wave to the true inean
ordinate of the wave.
The inifluience of -the induietance of the coils upon the formtl

factor can best l)e apl)preciated by looking at tile curves of Plate
10. They all hIave the sarne widtlh of base b)ut varv inl amnpli-
tide, and( 1ecessarily otliler things l)eing equal, produce couinter
E. MN. F. cuirves lhavinig time sitmallest forul factors whleni curi-renits
whicil are favorable to Ca large arl-aturle iniductaniee are flowing
ill the coils.

1. J. A. Fleming, " The Foritm Factor of Alternate Currenit Curves." London
Electrician-, vol. xxxvi., p. 338.
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It is noticeable that thte riglht sides of the curves of Plate 10
all have the sanme slant, They therefore produce counter . Mi. F.

loops, liaviig sitiilar sliapes (see Plate 14). Oin the otlher hand,
the left sides of these cutves vary in sllap)e, owing to variations
in the reluctaniee at this part of the cycle. Greater variations,
thierefore, occur in the instantanieous values of the counter E. A. F.

induced in this part of the cycle tllanl in the former lpart, with
the resuilt of inicreasinig the f(o-)rmn factor wlhere the iniduction curves

correspondlinT to the currenit cuirves ar-e relatively low and broad,
and of decreasing the formn factor of the counter E. Mu. F. curves

where the induetanee c-urves are niarrow ai(d hiiglh.
Again, since time mlaximnumli peak of the effective E. M. F. curve

is opposite in signl and(1 position to the leadin1g peak of tlhe corres-

ponding couInter' ic-,. Mx. F. cturve, and sinice the stnnm of these peaks
mlust not l)e ureater th1ani the adjacent peak of the fundamental
E. M. F. wave, we see that ani incerease in the for-m factor of a

cou-interE. ALvt.]Curve causes an1 incirease ini thie forut factor of the
corresponding effective E.NM. F. curIive, anid vice versa. That the
clhanges in the form11 factor of thIe effeCtiVe E. Mt. '. clurves are ap-
proximately directlY propo}tioal to the m1eani widtlh of the in-
ductaInCe loops, anid inversely proportional to the amiiplitude of
the inductance loops. Thlese conehlsions are amt-ply sustained(by
the data, preselited.
The variationis that take place in tlhe valule of the armnatuire

inductancee wlheni the load is iniereased, lead uis to expect tlhat ther e
is a proportioniallv gieater inclrease in the value of the countiter
E. M. F. as the curirent passes 2 amt-per-es ini value. An accelerated
increase in the Coun1:ter E. Al. F. would have tlhe effect of miiakinig
the compounding proportionially greater, for it would add a pro-
portionately greater amnoutnt of energy to t1he eieiiit, owinig to the
fact that altlhouigihl tlhe amplitude of the coounter E. F.IF iS inereased,
its plhase position remnains practically the same. That a positive
acceleration does occur in the rate of iner-ease of the counter E. MI.
F. is true, and also, that this is followed by a niegative accelerationi.
The value of the counter E. M. F. depetnds uipon the initenisity of
the current, and increases as the current iniereases. It, however,
does not increase at a rate that is proportionial to thle rate of in-
crease of the average initensity of the cuirrent, for its value also
depends upoii the armature induetance which first iniereases to a
inaximurn and then decreases, as is shown by the curves of Plate
10. We, therefore, find that as the average intensity of the arma-

1t
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ture cenrreit is uniformly increased, thle counter E. MA. F. experiences
a proportionally greater rate of increase up to a certain poiint and
that after this point is passed, its rate of inerease is dim-ninished.

This i.neans that as the loa(I comes on, the valuie of the effective
electromnotive force inreeases abov-e the value of the fundameutal
wave for a timrle. For fromn the relative positions of the
highest peak-s of the curves ii anid c of Plate 11, it will be evident
that any incr-ease iti the virtuial value of the couniter E. MI. F.
will cauise the virtual value of thte effective E. M. F. to increase
also, anid aniy inierease in the viltual value of the effective
E. Al. i'. above the virtuial valuie of the funidamlental wave of
E. . F. iraises the poteintial at the br'ush-les. The fact that
thle virtuial valuie of the effective Em.r. m;. finally falls below that
of tlhe open circtlit E. M. i'. is due to the iultiinate gradual deeline
in the Iarmnature iniductance wave and a consequient change in the
formn of tlle counltel E. M. F. mnagnetization curve, which reduce
the amnplitude of the leadinig peaks and augmiient the amnplitudes
of the trailing peaks of the counter E. M1. F. curves. This effect
is apparenit in curves I) an(d E of Plate 14.
As exemnplified in tlhe curves of Plate 7, we finid that the iuiaxi-

munm induetion threading the arnmature coils occurs wheni the
forim factoi- is least, and the arm:lature inductanice greatest. Again,
the analvsis of the forices inivolved shows uls that the point F Ofl
the formi factor c(lrve of Fig. 63, and the )oillt T onl the " B & H

c-urve" of Fig. 5, are in-titmately conniected.
The double role played by the permneability of the iron of the

armature core and pole-pieces, and tlhe iimportance that may be
attached to the pertmeability of the iron under favorable condi-
tions is forcibly brought to our miniilds. We are eniabled to see a
little more clearly the comnplex relations of time interlinked forces
that act an(l react upon one anotlher in the coniflict of the air-gaps,
and there is established a basis for the analysis of a problemn that
has been more or less obscure.

Pardue Univer^ity, Lafayette, Ind,
Tune, 1897.


